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SNAFU Con 2011

Letters from the Chairs
Hello, welcome,
and thank you for
coming!
I want to thank the
staff that worked
so hard to make
SNAFU awesome,
and who bring
amazing new things to the table all
the time. I want all the volunteers that
helped before, and those who will
work this year, to know that we greatly
appreciate it. To our guests of honor,
vendors, artists, staff and volunteers,
and everyone else attending: SNAFU
was made to bring you all together! I
do hope you are enjoying yourselves.
For those of you who aren’t, well why
not?! Come on! You’re at the largest
gathering in the Sierra Nevadas of likeminded nerds, otaku, geeks, gamers,
et cetera. Personally, it was at a small
event years ago that I met some of my
best friends and found out who my
real friends were. I hope you can make
some connections of your own, learn
new things, and, most important of all,
have fun! Or else … we’ll be sad. D=
So have fun, and when you look back
on SNAFU Con 2011, I hope it’s one of
the best times of your year, or life!
Nathan Sindar
SNAFU Con Chairman

Hello Fellow Otaku!

Dear Con-Goers,

It’s been a crazy year getting ready
for this convention! I want to thank
everyone for their patience with the
new registration system. It’s still a
work in progress. I also want to express
how thrilled I am that the convention
is finally upon us. We’ve fixed a lot
of things we felt we did wrong last
year, made many more mistakes
along the way, and have persevered.
So thank you to all the people who
make this convention possible! Our
staff pour their heart and souls into
this convention with hardly any
compensation beyond a free badge and
a ‘thank you.’

As a programming
director and vice chair,
it gives me pleasure
and deep fuzzy feelings
to welcome all of you
to our convention. For all the guff
about chairs and directors and the all
the other many titles I have acquired
while working with this convention
the one I am proudest of is ‘fan.’ And
you are fellow con goers, fans, friends,
and the occasional arch-nemesis, you
are the reason that we do this. So, to
every single one of you, thanks for your
continued support of our con.

And don’t forget that you, dear reader,
are one of those people which make this
possible. I do this for you. If you see
me around the con, please don’t tell me
to get sleep. I won’t listen anyway. =D
So I want you to go out there and have
some crazy fun, and I’ll see you in the
hentai room! … if you’re old enough.
<3
Beta
SNAFU Con Vice
Chair, Registration,
Budgeting, Lead
Designer, Queen of the Code Monkeys,
Hentai Head, and a partridge in a pair
tree. XD

UNR

Anime and Manga
Society

Despite the difficulties we’ve had this
year, your interest and desire kept us
going. As our director of programming,
I’d like to thank everyone who lent a
hand to this convention. Now, now,
enough of my gushing over how
wonderful you are. Go out and enjoy
yourselves.
Sincerely,
Michael “Gopher” McCraven
Vice-Chair, Director of Programming,
and Generally Hoopy Frood
P.S. I do know where my towel is.
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SNAFU Con 2011 Guests

Guests of Honor
Darrel Guilbeau

is an American-based anime and
video game voice actor. As an anime voice actor, he is best known for his
work as the voice of Seijuurou in Zoids Genesis, Satoshi Hojo in Higurashi,
Sousuke Kawara in Samurai Champloo, and Alfred Darlton in Code Geass.
His latest work is Ryugamine Mikado in Durarara.

As a video game voice actor, Darrel is best known for his work as the voice
of Layle in Final Fantasy Crystal Chronicles: The Crystal Bearers, Wylfred
in Valkyrie Profile: Covenant of the Plume, Lekius in Dawn of Mana, and
much more!

Lisle Wilkerson

grew up in Tokyo, Japan and moved
to the US towards the end of 2008. She speaks fluent Japanese, and has been
hosting radio and television shows in Japanese and English ever since she
was 19 years old. She performed in the Academy Award winning Sofia
Coppola film “Lost in Translation” and, a few years later, played a principal
role in the award winning indie film “Kamataki”.
She has been doing voice for video games since the early 90’s and has been
featured in such big franchises as Crazy Taxi, Shenmue, Virtual Fighter, and
Gitaroo Man. She is probably most well-known for her work in the Tekken franchise
where she is the voice of Nina Williams, Christie Monteiro, and Zafina. She currently lives in LA and
does freelance voiceover work as an interpreter, as well as being a local correspondent for the Academy
Awards and the Grammys for Japan.

Quinton Flynn

’s voice has been burning up film and
television since he first arrived in Los Angeles from his hometown of
Cleveland.

He is an A-list voice actor, having played such famous animated characters
as Johnny Quest, Spiderman, Speed Racer, The Human Torch, Timon,
and Snowbell from Stuart Little, just to name a few. His television and
film appearances include Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, King of Queens,
Animaniacs, Woody Woodpecker, Robot Chicken, and many more.
His best known roles in video game franchises have been his work providing the English voices of Raiden in
the Metal Gear Solid series, Axel in Kingdom Hearts II, and Reno in Final Fantasy VII: Advent Children, the
motion picture.
If you’re hip to the anime scene you’ll know him as Iruka-Sensei and Deidara in Naruto and Naruto Shippuden,
Marcus Damon in Digimon Data Squad, Carl in Blood+, and much more!

SNAFU Con 2011 Guests
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Steve Nunez, a.k.a. Warky T.

Chocobo grew up playing video games. Steve

remembers popping in Super Mario Brothers and
from the moment that first
note played, he was
hooked.
Steve wanted
to learn to play
piano so he
could recreate
the melodic tones
he heard. Being
too poor for piano
lessons, Steve taught
himself to play the piano
without using his thumbs. Steve is also a talented
LDS “Mormon” singer and lyricist with his
parody group, “They Might Be Elders”.
Steve is now breaking into the Voice Acting
scene with credits for Video Games, and his
latest role as the narrator in the Full Cast
Audiobook Series, “Prophecy of the Flame”.
http://www.facebook.com/warkythechocobo

Robert Wiese

has been
playing D&D since 1978 after he watched a game
played in the car on the way home from a Boy
Scouts meeting. He was fascinated, and delved
into this strange world of dragons and magic and
sourcebooks. Years later, he was hired to edit
tournaments for the RPGA Network, and from
there progressed to running the network after
his boss was assassinated in the great Christmas
purge of 1996. Eventually he met a girl who
liked to play D&D too, and he left Renton for the
warmth and casinos of Reno, Nevada. Now, he
works in the Pharmacology
department of UNR
studying mouse
foot muscles and
the effects of RF
emissions on same.
He spends as much
time as possible
with his wife
Rhonda, son Owen,
and daughter Rebecca.
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Lynn Hardy

Led by a series of dreams and encouraged by
friends, Lynn Hardy began the journey to become an author. She stored her
work in a computer file labeled “second job.” Writing began as a passion she
could not contain and has become much more than she ever expected.

In reality, Lynn is overcome with compassion for families who are suffering
through the recession and so she has created Agape Assistance. Knowing that
times are hard for everyone, Lynn wants to give back to those who join Agape Assistance in providing shelter for families who are homeless. Buying Book One will
provide a book for you and a bed for them. 100% of the proceeds from Prophecy of the
Flame: Book One goes to Agape Assistance.
The road has been longer and more complicated than she would have ever guessed--not always smooth, but
filled with wonderful surprises. Like most stories, Lynn is sure that her journey has only just begun.

Christopher Escalante

is a music composer and
conductor for video games, television, film, and media. Christopher has studied
and learned from many prominent composers, including Hans Zimmer, Gerard
Marino, Bruce Broughton, Bear McCreary, Sean Beeson, Elia Cmiral, Sam
Cardon, Lisle Moore, and many others.

Christopher has written music for many small-time media productions including
video game mods, student films, commercial entries, viral videos, and a television
pilot. He was brought on to write the music for the “Prophecy of the Flame” audio
book series.
http://escalantemusic.com/

Matt Cole

, a video game lover and fighter,
was thrilled to start voice acting in audio books. His
most recent role was in Prophecy of the Flame as
Manager Bontrager, and since then, Matt has also been
in movies to be released within the next year.

Preston Cowley

grew up fascinated with video
games, animation, and voice acting. While studying for his animation degree at
Brigham Young University, he studied voice acting under Christopher Robin
Miller (Professor Layton) to hone his skills.
Preston’s latest work includes the Prophecy of the Flame Series by Lynn
Hardy. He enjoyed playing the role of Merithin, the wise old Sorcerer and
cannot wait for his next voice-acting role.

SNAFU Con 2011 Guests

Cosplay Guests of Honor

WindoftheStars
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is an internationally renowned costume designer, re-creator and cosplay
model that has made over 50 elaborate award-winning costumes since 2004.
Gaining inspirations from the things she loves, many of her works are recreations
from anime, manga, video games, movies, TV series and pop culture, but of
course she also tries to find time to create her own wearable works of art. To her,
each costume is like a puzzle that requires many technical skills that are in turn
shared with the community through online tutorials and panels.
She has also had the privilege of being a judge for several costume competitions
throughout California. Her works have been featured in many online interviews
and articles such as 91.8 The Fan Radio and NerdBastards.com, and has appeared
in COSMODE and CosplayMIX.

Dr Hikaru

first started cosplaying at Anime Expo 2000 and has traveled to cons across the
nation and Japan. In the last 11 years she has won awards in Craftsmanship and Performance, including
Best in Show as well as Master Craftsmanship.
While she started out as an avid cosplayer, Dr Hikaru is also known as a gamer,
photographer and all-around geek. Her portfolio includes collaborations with
LimeBarb, Cupcake Cosplay, Lady Ava, Dreamlandtea, Raginite Photography,
DeathCom Multimedia, iPLAY, WindoftheStars, iCosplay and MoonlessGarden.
She has been featured in CosMode and ACParadise among other cosplay
publications and has also been interviewed for Wired Magazine for her Final
Fantasy fandom.

Paper Hearts Cosplay

began in 2005 when cosplayers
Daydreamernessa, and Kasou started cosplaying together. Since then they have created many works together,
and take pride in taking on challenging cosplay projects together, from large props, to armor, to detailed cloth
construction, nothing stops them from executing there cosplays.
Not only do they take on the challenge of costume
construction, but also forming small and large
groups of cosplayers from far and wide to put on
performances for cosplay masquerades.
Some notable groups they have put together
are, Record of Lodoss Wars, Guilty Gear, and
Magic Knight Rayearth, in which they have
won, advanced construction awards, as well as
performance awards.
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Vendors
Conventions aren’t just about walking around, talking with fellow
nerds, and making a fool of ones self. No, they’re also about the
joys of spending money on oversized wooden swords that
scream compensation and plastic transforming robots!

Vendor room hours:
Friday: 3PM – 9PM
Saturday: 10AM – 8PM
Sunday: 10AM – 7PM

Cartoon Passion
Selling Japanese anime character goods
and collectibles
aaroncpassion@aol.com
15461 Red Hill Ave. Suite D
Tustin, CA 92780
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Artist Alley
Visit the Artist’s Alley to find great fan art, gifts and crafts,
and other handmade things. Drawings, postcards, buttons, and
all kinds of artistic creations will be for sale. Meet friendly
artists, and commission a picture of yourself or a favorite anime
character! Artists are creative and fun people. Buy unique and
wonderful things from them here, in all price ranges.
Con-goers can come here to get original art and merchandise
from artists ranging from the barest beginner to the
professionals.

Artist Alley Hours:
Friday: 12pm - 9pm
Saturday 9am - 8pm
Sunday 9am - 5pm

Artist
An Enchanted Notion
XOFifi Plushies
OpenEyedProductions
Dignified Bunny Products
Nuriko Windchaser
SilentJ
JC-Dragon
Sun Spinning Studios
Tomorrows Cellar Door
SqueekyMoonkin
Commandant Cat
Yuki Shizuka
Tenchi127
Tirrivee
56shards.com
Nya! Studios
Max
AttaGirl
Hyperbooster
Terra
Andrew Nixon
Allan Angel
Quade Reid

Website

http://www.anenchantednotion.etsy.com
http://xofifi.deviantart.com/
http://www.facebook.com/openeyedproductions
http://nuriko-chan.deviantart.com
http://silentj75.deviantart.com
http://prophecyfailed.com
http://squeekymoonkin.deviantart.com/
http://sicklysweetened.deviantart.com/

http://thatmadblackcat.deviantart.com/
http://devicat26.deviantart.com/
http://terraforever.deviantart.com

Panels
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Advanced Cosplay Workshop Our Cosplay

Guests Kasou and WindoftheStars will be hosting
a panel covering advanced techniques in cosplay.
They will cover working with plastics, resin casting,
making molds, weapon building techniques and
armor making techniques. Please feel free to bring
your questions for the Q & A session at the end.

An Evening with Prophecy of The Flame Did
you enjoy Lynn Hardy’s book series ‘Prophecy of the
Flame?’ Then come join the author and voice actors
from her recent audio book and meet the characters
from the book!
BJ Tournament (18+) It’s not what you think.
Come if you haven’t eaten. No video/photos.

Composing for Video Games Come find out
how music is composed for your favorite games.

SNAFU Con 2011 Panels

Cosplay Makeup Workshop Join Cosplay Guest
Dr Hikaru in a workshop dedicated to Cosplay
Makeup! The panel will cover basic makeup
application, as well as tips and tricks to bring out
different facial features. Participants are encouraged
to ask questions as well as bring makeup (and a
mirror) to use during the panel.

Cosplay Posing and Photography Learn how

to bring your character to life in photos through
character posing and working with photographers. Dr
Hikaru will be hosting this panel for both cosplayers
and photographers. The panel will cover posing,
camera angles as well as networking and working
with groups. Please feel free to bring your cameras
and be prepared to be photographed!

Cosplay Wigs Come join our Cosplay Guest

WindoftheStars in her panel about wigs in
cosplaying. The panel will cover how to pick out
wigs and basic to advanced techniques. If you have
questions of problems with a wig please bring them
in for the Q & A at the end of the panel.

Crossplay 101 An introduction to crossplaying for
both FtM and MtF crossplayers. Includes how-to’s for
both beginners and advanced crossplay participants.
This panel discusses all forms of crossplay
techniques including body shaping, stance, make-up
and everything in between for both genders of the
community. Questions and friendly commentary are
welcomed from our audience!
Cthulhu for President Forget those other

candidates! Why vote for the lesser of two evils
when you can vote for the mother of them all? Come
find out from Cthulhu’s campaign director why you
should vote for chaos and people being eaten by
Lovecraftian horrors.

Dub Show In this panel you’ll get your chance to

be the voice of some of your favorite characters in
select anime scenes. Whether you want to make Goku
sound like a school girl or Sakura sound like a demon
from the abyss, rest assured the end result will be
something interesting every time.
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Cosplay 101 Come learn about the basics of
cosplay from our Cosplay Guests Daydreamernessa
and Kasou of Paperhearts Cosplay. The panel will
cover picking out sewing patterns, utilizing “found
items”, and beginner sewing tips. Please feel free to
bring any questions you have for Q & A at the end..
Fan to Gamer Robert Weiss comes with examples

on how to bring your favorite characters and concepts
from Anime, Manga, and Fandom to the table,
regardless of game system. Bring your brains to this
one, we’re here to help you flesh out your ideas. This
panel is so neat we’re running it multiple times.

Make that Anime Pop quiz, hot shot! You have a

random title, and three tropes (stereotypes) of anime.
You now have to narrate the plot of an anime that fits
the title and tropes given in just 2 minutes! Can you
out-improvise your opponent?

Memoirs of a 6ft Blonde Geisha Lisle

Wilkerson talks about her experiences growing up in
Japan as a “gaijin” (foreigner) and the culture shock
when coming back to the US.

Nude Figure Drawing Panel (18+) Need to

brush up on drawing a more *ahem* ‘complete’
human figure? Then join us after hours for drawing
lessons. We will have one male and one female
model. Under-18 individuals can still attend with
parental permission – the parent/guardian must talk
to our Art Director, Nuriko Windchaser, in person,
and sign a permission form. Bring your art supplies!

Para Para with Warky! Ever wanted to dance

like the Backstreet Boys? Well neither have I, but in
case you HAVE wanted to dance in sync with other
people, then this panel is for you! Come learn how
to Japanese dance to a popular Eurobeat song with
Warky teaching you!

Wark After Dark! (18+) Come see Warky

Unplucked in this meet and greet, question and
answer panel where anything and everything goes!
^_^

Voice Acting: The Audiobook Way! Learn

about voice acting in audiobooks, tricks, tips, and
stories from inside the studio!

Voice Actor Panel Whether you come to find

out what voice acting as a career is like, or to have
a laugh with some decidedly interesting people,
this panel should prove to be both entertaining and
enlightening.
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Video Game
Tournaments

SNAFU Con 2011

Pokémon Black & White Tournament

Bring your favorite team of Pokémon and duke it
out with other con-goers! Some rules and restrictions
do apply, see your friendly neighborhood consolegaming staff or the SNAFU Con forums for details.

Power Stone 2

Power Stone 2 is an isometric fighting game for up
to 4 players simultaneously. The tournament will
have 4-way fights with the first to win 3 rounds in
the finals taking victory!

BlazBlue: Continuum Shift II

An anime-themed fighting gamefrom the creators of
Guilty Gear. Come try your luck against other fans
of the series in a double elimination tournament!

Dance Dance Revolution

Come show us your moves on this rhythm-based
dance game in our double-elimination tournament!
Some restrictions on settings do apply, see the
wonderful console gaming staff or SNAFU Con
forums for details.

Super Smash Bros. Brawl 1-on-1

There can be only one! Come face friends and
strangers alike in this platform-based fighting game
in a one-on-one double-elimination tournament!
Some restrictions apply for balance purposes. Please
see your SNAFU Con Console Gaming staff or the
SNAFU Con forums for details.

Super Smash Bros. Brawl FUBAR!

The Smash Bros. FUBAR (Further Understanding
Brawl As Recreation) tournament will be a series of
four-way battles to the death in a no-holds-barred
(okay, so a few of them are barred) competition. A
much more open-ended tournament than the 1-on-1
tournament, though some minor restrictions do apply
(for balance purposes). Ask your (most likely sleepdeprived) Console Gaming staff or see the SNAFU
Con forums for details.

Tekken 6

Come beat up some people in the newest installment
of this martial-arts-based fighting game series in a
standard double-elimination tournament.

Twinkle Star Sprites

Miss those old scrolling shooters? Well, Twinkle
Star Sprites is a vertical-scrolling shooter with a
competitive edge. Compete with others in a shooter
battle where destroying enemies fires projectiles
at your opponent on the other side of the screen.
Who can come out ahead in this double-elimination
tournament? Only time will tell.

Marvel vs. Capcom 3

The latest (and overdue) installment of the Marvel
vs. Capcom series will be set up for your destroying
pleasure! The tournament will be a fairly standard
double-elimination using the latest patch of the game
to avoid exploitations.

SNAFU Gaming Challenge!

The idea behind this competition is simple: multiple
games, multiple platforms, multiple genres, and
one champion! The tournament will consist of
competitive, high score, and time trial games, with
each round divided into gaming genres, so be ready
to fight your way to victory in all sorts of gaming
battles. Specific games are a surprise to keep the
playing field level, so be ready for anything when
you show up to the SNAFU Gaming Challenge!

Super Street Fighter IV: Arcade
Edition

One of the most popular fighting games to hit the
market in these past few years is coming to SNAFU
Con! Bring your best game for this tournament
because it’s going to be a tough battle.
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Tabletop Games
Battle Royale Risk life and limb against five

other competitors in the Battle Royale! Select a
contender from 12 unique characters, ranging from vile
necromancers to heroic paladins, and use all the tools at
your disposal to be the last man standing.

BESM Come play the original Anime roleplaying

game, Big Eyes Small Mouth! The famous Tri-Stat
system is back in action in a modern thriller, where the
players race against the clock and a mysterious enemy
to crack a bizarre case.

Cyberpunk Plunge into a dark view of the
dystopian future, where mega-corporations run the
world. Play as a cyborg anarchist Edgerunner, a heavily
genetically modified Reef, or one of the nanotech
masters of the Rolling State.
D&D 4e The new edition of the classic game that

brought high-fantasy to the tabletop will be at SNAFU.
Play any of your favorite classes, be they fighter, rogue,
wizard, or otherwise, or come see what the fuss is about
and try something new! Run by DRAGON.

Dungeons and Dragons will be run by Jason
Liswood. The two events will be Encounters set at
levels 5 and 11. Please provide characters.

HeroClix will have a draft and constructed event.

Magic the Gathering Legacy is a format

where constructed decks can consist of cards from all
available sets, with the exception of a banned list found
on magicthegathering.com

Monsterpocalypse Control a giant monster and

crush your opponent-using a helpless city as a weapon!
Smash your foe into an oil refinery, throw a tank into
an apartment complex, or topple a skyscraper at your
whims. After all; whose gonna stop you?

Paranoia Step into the role of a low-ranking

troubleshooter in the futuristic Alpha Complex! Follow
the wishes of your loving overlord, Friend Computer,
and root out insidious Communists and dangerous
mutants without having your own insidious political
leanings and mutant powers exposed!

Pokemon will be unsanctioned for this event. There

will be a constructed and draft events.

Setup for the constructed will be posted on the forums
within the week.

Yu Gi Oh will follow the advanced format,

House on the Hill Enter a haunted house with up

Savage World will be run by Jason Liswood.
This is a quick play skirmish event set in the old west.
Characters will be provided.

to five other friends in this eerie boardgame. Explore
the house and fight off phantoms and find spooky
omens, but beware-one of your friends is actually the
Traitor behind an evil plot!

Magic the Gathering Standard is a format

where constructed decks can consist of only M11, M12,
Zendikar, and the Scars of Mirrodin blocks. Decks must
have 60+ cards and may have a sideboard of 0 or 15
cards.

consisting of 60 card decks with an optional sideboard.

World of Darkness will be run by Alex Markley.
This is an investigatory roleaying game with provided
characters.

World of Warcraft Based off the video game, the
World of Warcraft card game will have a constructed
event and a few drafts. Constructed decks must have
60 cards including their hero with an optional 10 card
sideboard.
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Anime Chaos A collection of various video clips
gathered from around the internet and put
together into one big compilation of insanity by
a member of our very own SNAFU staff! If you
thought your brain was fried before, wait till you
watch this! Get ready for a ton of laughs and
more random than your brain can handle!

SNAFU Con 2011

Kurenai Concert Duck and cover as the band
Kurenai assaults your brainwaves with over
9000 volts of good old fashioned musical
awesomeness. No tickets required, but get ready
to have a blast!

Masquerade Come join us for our first Cosplay
Masquerade where participants will compete
for Craftsmanship and Performance awards on
Closing Ceremonies As sad as we are to see it all
Main Stage! This year we are excited to have
end, we’d like to get together one last time before
our Cosplay Guests WindoftheStars, Dr Hikaru,
it’s over to talk with all of you to see how things
Daydreamernessa and Kasou judge our Walk
went. Come show us your support, give us your
On and Skit categories. Who will walk away with
feedback and ideas, and kick back before that
Best of Show? Be prepared for a family friendly
long trip home. Together, we can share some
competition where our cosplayers are the main
great memories and end the con on a great note.
attraction!
Geek Auction Bring your money and sense of
humor as we auction off the wonderful victims, I
mean volunteers, yes, our completely voluntary
geeks for the auction. Hosted by our very own
Fluffy. No geeks were harmed, shaved, or spayed in the process of auctioning.

Meet our Guests SNAFU Con’s got an amazing
guest line-up this year and we want to introduce
you to these awesome individuals who are
helping make SNAFU Con 2011 special. So, right
after opening ceremonies, you’ll have a chance
to come meet some of SNAFU Con’s guests, ask
Gong Show Do you have what it takes to break our
them questions and marvel in their awesome.
judges’ brains through song or other performance?
If so, come to the gong show, where prizes will
Opening Ceremonies To kick off the second year of
be dished out not to the best performance, but
our convention, we’ll be gathering as many people
the worst concept, worst in show, and just maybe
as possible to our main stage! There, we’ll be
best use of the word ‘Belgium.’ You’ll have 30
introducing staff and guests so you can get to
seconds to convince us not to gong you while our
know some of the people behind making SNAFU
ears are bleeding and our brains start to melt.
Con an event to remember!
Hentai (18+) Not just for perverts, anymore! Come
(*nudge nudge*) join us for a night of terrible
plot, tentacles, horse, and clock! Laugh yourself
silly, in a room where the dirtiest, nastiest,
funniest comments are not only acceptable, but
encouraged! We’ve put many long, hard, sweaty
hours into hand-picking the best (worst?) hentai to
show you.
Iron Cosplay Come have some crazy fun with our
cosplay guests in Iron Cosplay! We’ll have a box
of random household and craft items and it will
be your job to make a costume out of it. Come
to participate or watch the fun!

Rock Band Competition This is not your average
rock band contest, this is a SNAFU Rock Band
contest. You can pass Pain Killer on expert?
Good for you, we don’t care. You’re here to
ROCK. Prizes are awarded not for score, but the
best stage performance.
Warky The Chocobo Keyboard Concert! Follow the
Chocobo with his mighty tunes of video game
awesomeness! For extra fun, bring some Gysahl
Greens to the panel! ^_^

Whose Line is It Anime? A collection of improv games
based around anime that’s sure to get plenty of
laughs. Participants will be getting up on stage
Jan-Ken-Pon! Known as “Rock-Paper-Scissors” by
and showing what craziness they can come up
many English-speakers, this is a game of lightning
with on the fly in various games.
reflexes played by only the fiercest of warriors!
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Everybo

dy DANCE
!

Friday Night Dance

Friday night is dance night! We’re putting on the
music, and letting you dance all night, with over four
hours of different music hand-picked by SNAFU Con
staff. Music that isn’t welcome in a rave, or a ballroom
setting, we have everything from Thriller to Code
Monkey on our playlist. Because we can dance
if we want to, however we want to, to whatever
music we want to.

Glow Party Rave

Time to celebrate the second year of SNAFU Con with
an awesome rave! Why? Because it’s AWESOME!
Do you really need a good reason to go dance to some
cool tunes, feel the vibes and end the convention on
a groove-tastic note? What are you, Vulcan? Get out
there, grab your glowsticks, and DANCE!

Ballroom Dance

After the rest of the convention is closed, there’s
only one thing left to do – Dance! Enjoy an evening
of ballroom dancing. We will be dancing The Waltz,
Tango, Hustle, EC Swing, Salsa, Cha Cha and
Merengue. The dress code for the Ballroom dance
is semi-formal or business casual. You may
also show up in your best cosplay as long as it fits dress
code standards for the dance and as long as it looks
appropriate. NO SNEAKERS

Dance Lessons

Prepare yourself for our Ballroom dance! We will offer
lessons on Saturday and Sunday by certified dance
instructors Georgia Wright and Veto Ramirez. We
will learn the basics of traditional ballroom and Latin
ballroom dances. Lessons are free to attendees. If you
are an experienced ballroom dancer or just trying it out
for the first time, these lessons are fun and easy. No
dress code for the lessons, but please be dressed.

http://dancindancin.com/

Advanced Art Contest Winners

1st place
Reaver of Industrial
By Megan Jewett
(Devicat)

2nd place
Hello, There
By Olivia Putnam
(MistPower101)

3rd place
Into the Next World
By Blanca Rodriguez
(Tsuki Vicious)

SNAFU Con 2011 Staff
Chairs
Nathan Sindar
Beta
Michael McCraven
Art
Nuriko Windchaser
Ami noMiko
Contracts
“Llama” Tyler Waelbrock
Cosplay
Eddie Belicena
Dr. Hikaru
WindoftheStars
Daydreamernessa
Kasou
Xetemi
Dance Ballroom
“Llama” Tyler Waelbrock
Katie Lauder
Friday Dance
Thomas Kelly
Beta
“Origami” Zachary Goins
“Llama” Tyler Waelbrock
Rave Dance
William Penrod
Gabe Martinez
John Peterson

Hentai
Beta
Samuel Hanes
Deon Poncini
John Peterson
Logistics
Sam Schuler – Fulfillment
Beta – Acquisitions
Josh Childs
Kris Bright
Gaming
David Rocovits
Abraxas Navarro
Video Gaming
Kris Bright
Nick Bockman
Jonas Casarino
Anthony Chong
Colonel Cook
Martin Corral
Kevin Davis
Jim Delaney
Jeremiah Fisher
Brendan Foster
Daniel Gumbs
Imran Hyman
Mariah Langley
Eduardo Navarro
Phillip Reed
Matthew Sheldon
Diego Serrato
Sean Sims
“Otter” Ethan Thornburg
Christina Whitton

Gaming Con’t Tabletop Gaming
Robert Garner
Josh Childs
Kyle Crawford
Janice Howells-Markley
Stephen Janecka
Jason Liswood
Alexander Markley
Sean May
Bryan Phillips
Ray Pena
Eduardo Yarhi
Guests
Nathan Sindar
“Llama” Tyler Waelbrock
Main Stage Hosts
Steven Merlino
Marketing Evangelism
Nathan Sindar
Andrew Davis
Graphics Design
Beta
“Origami” Zachary Goins
Sam Schuler
“Llama” Tyler Waelbrock
Media Outreach
Andrew Davis

Philanthropy
Kylie Maine
Photography
Tanya Muller
Tom Shephard

Vendors
Eddie Belicena
Andrew Martin Gappi
Tracy Jordan
Vincent Laintai
Andre Modugno

Programming
Michael McCraven

Video Programming
Nathan Sindar

Registration
Beta
Andrew Davis
Lauren Wills
Cassandra Much
Alexis Pableo
Christl Leavitt

Website
Beta
Thomas Kelly
Sam Hanes

Security
Travis Harrison-Adcock
John Peterson
Kris Bright
Mark Tarbox
Felicia Toews
Bo Kim
Tech
“Origami” Zachary Goins
Lindsey Doolittle
Charlie Morrin
Gordon Thurber
Victoria Bouydston
Nathan Goins

Other Minions
Chase Carthen
Skye Evans
Adriana Garcia
Kumutra Hlape
Omar Ramirez
Kelsey Rodriguez
Francisca Smith

Color Key:
Top-Level Director
Department Head

Beginner Art Contest Winners

1st place
Island Hibiscus Girl
By Katharine Wills
(KyasarinUriruzu)

2nd place
Kappa Bridge
By Judith Kenyon
(Cupcakedoll)

3rd place
Summer Romance
By Shelby Cates
(Tomoyo Sakagami)

See you next year for SNAFU Con 2012!

